We have characterized the blocks to progression of T7 and T3 RNA polymerase transcription complexes created when a Tus protein is bound to the template. The encounter with Tus impedes the progress of the transcription complexes of either enzyme. The duration of the block depends on which polymerase is used and the orientation of Tus on the DNA. Both genuine termination (dissociation of the transcription complex) and halting followed by continued progression after the block is abrogated are observed. The fraction of complexes that terminates depends on which polymerase is used and on the orientation of the Tus molecule. The efficiency of the block to transcription increases as the Tus concentration is increased, even if the concentration of Tus is already many times in excess of what is required to saturate its binding sites on the template in the absence of transcription. The block to transcription is rapidly abrogated if an excess of a DNA containing a binding site for Tus is added to a transcription reaction in which Tus and template have been preincubated. Finally, we find that transcription will rapidly displace Tus from a template under conditions that generate persistent blocks to transcription. These observations reveal that during the encounter with the transcription complex Tus rapidly dissociates from the template but that at sufficiently high concentrations Tus usually rebinds before the transcription complex can move forward. The advantage of a mechanism which can create a persistent block to transcription or replication complex progression, which can nevertheless be rapidly abrogated in response to down regulation of the blocking protein, is suggested.
INTRODUCTION
The high density of proteins bound to DNA in vivo implies that collision of transcription complexes with such proteins is a frequent occurrence. In vitro studies have generally characterized such collisions by whether the transcription complex bypasses or displaces the bound protein and continues elongation, or whether it is blocked in elongation. Such distinctions do not fully address the complexities of the molecular events involved in the collision of a moving transcription complex with a DNA bound protein. For example, even when a transcription complex can bypass or displace a DNA bound protein it appears likely that the collision will lead to a transient slowing in the progression of the complex which may nevertheless be undetectable in a particular experimental set-up. Conversely, even DNA bound proteins which are described as blocking the progression of a transcription complex may be expected to present only a temporary block to complex progression defined by the lifetime of the association of the protein with the DNA in the context of its close apposition with the transcription complex.
To address some of these questions we have analyzed the blocks presented by the Tus protein to progression of the phage T7 and T3 RNA polymerases (RNAPs). Tus is a protein which coordinates the movement of replication forks in Escherichia coli (1) (2) (3) (4) by binding specifically to ter sites (5, 6) on the E.coli chromosome and impeding the movement of the helicase enzymes (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . The block to helicase movement is polar: the ter site is asymmetric and tus blocks helicase efficiently only when bound in the functional orientation relative to the oncoming helicase. Tus was chosen for these studies because we wished to take advantage of the polar nature of its block to elongation in our efforts to understand how a DNA bound protein might affect the translocation of a transcription complex. Our observations reveal that Tus does impede transcription complex progression and, as reported previously (12, 13) , does so more effectively when bound in the functional versus nonfunctional orientation, though the degree of polarity and efficiency of the block differ for the highly homologous T7 and T3 RNAPs. Our most unexpected observation is that the Tus block to transcription complex progression is dynamic: even when the complex approaches Tus from the functional orientation the collision leads to rapid displacement of the Tus *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 210 567 8782; Fax: +1 210 567 8778; Email: sousa@bioc02.uthscsa.edu protein. Nevertheless, a block to transcription complex progression persists under these conditions because, as long as the concentration of free Tus is sufficiently high, it rebinds to the ter site before the transcription complex can progress forward. Thus, the Tus-transcription complex collision leads to a situation in which Tus is rapidly dissociating and reassociating with the ter site, but in which the net occupancy of the ter site (at sufficiently high Tus concentrations) is sufficient to block progression of the transcription complex.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Polymerases and Tus
T7 and T3 RNAPs were expressed (14, 15) and purified as described (16) . Nicked T7 RNAP was prepared as described (17) . Tus was expressed from strain PK2691 (gift of Dr Thomas Hill, University of North Dakota) and purified as described (7) . Purity of Tus was assessed by SDS-PAGE using samples of purified Tus supplied by the Hill Laboratory for comparison. The concentration of active Tus was determined as described (18) .
Synthetic DNAs
Oligonucleotides were synthesized by automated solid-phase procedures (Applied Biosystems synthesizer) and purified by HPLC (University of Texas Health Science Center DNA synthesis facility, San Antonio, TX). The sequences of the two 41mers containing the TerB site and flanking SacI and KpnI restriction sites were ATCGAGCTCACTTTAGTTACAA-CATACTTATTGGTACCATG (top strand) and CATG-GTACCAATAAGTATGTTGTAACTAAAGTGAGCTCGAT (bottom strand). The TerB sequence is underlined. A duplex molecule of the following sequence was also prepared for assessing Tus binding to non-Ter DNA: ATGCT-GCAAGCCTAATGGCAGCATCGTCAGCTACTATGGTC (and its complement). Duplex DNAs were prepared by heating oligonucleotides at a concentration of 50 µM in 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA to 70°C for 5 min followed by cooling to ∼20°C at a rate of ∼1°C/min. Duplexes were used in binding assays after being end-labeled with polynucleotide kinase and [γ-32 P]ATP. The terB duplex was used in unlabeled form as a sink for free Tus in transcription reactions.
Construction of TerB containing plasmids
The duplex terB oligonucleotide was digested with SacI and KpnI and cloned into SacI/KpnI cut pBluescript II SK(+) and pBluescript II KS(+) (Stratagene Corporation) to create pGS01 and pGS02, respectively. Plasmid DNA was purified using a kit (Qiagen) as per the manufacturer's instructions and constructs were confirmed by sequencing.
In vitro transcription
Transcription reactions for T7/T3 RNAP were typically carried out in 20 µl volumes in 40 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 6 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT, 5% glycerol, 0.5 mM each of ATP, CTP, GTP and UTP with [γ-32 P]GTP (3000 Ci/mmol) and varying concentrations of template and polymerases as indicated in the figure legends. In reactions that contained Tus, Tus was preincubated with all reaction components except polymerases for 10 min at room temperature prior to the reactions being transferred to 37°C and initiated by addition of the RNAP. Reactions were terminated by adding an equal volume of 20 mM EDTA, 0.01% xylene cyanol, 98% formamide. Samples were electrophoresed on 20% acrylamide, 2% bisacrylamide, 6 M urea, 1× TBE gels and were analyzed on a Molecular Dynamics PhosphorImager. Reaction volumes were increased to 50 µl to allow the taking of multiple time points when reaction time courses were followed. For reactions containing competitor terB oligonucleotide, the oligonucleotide was added simultaneously with the initiation of the reaction and after the preincubation of Tus and templates. At the times indicated in the figures, 4 µl aliquots were withdrawn, mixed with 4 µl of stop buffer and analyzed as described above.
Gel shift mobility assays
Gel shift assays were carried out by incubating Tus with [γ-32 P]ATP end-labeled annealed terB-oligo in transcription buffer with or without NTPs in the presence or absence of RNAPs or templates at concentrations and times as indicated in the figure legends. Reaction aliquots were resolved by 6% non-denaturing PAGE at 200 V for 2 h at 4°C and analyzed using a Molecular Dynamics PhosphorImager.
Nitrocellulose filter binding assays
Varying concentrations of Tus were incubated with 10 -12 M labeled terB-duplex DNA or DNA lacking a ter site in 60 µl reactions in transcription buffer for 5 h at room temperature; 50 µl of the reaction was applied to nitrocellulose filters (Schleicher & Schuell, 0.45 µm) which had been soaked for 1 h in 0.3 M NaOH, extensively washed with distilled water, and subsequently soaked in transcription buffer. After application of the sample the filters were washed with 2× 0.5 ml of transcription buffer and retention of DNA was measured with a Molecular Dynamics PhosphorImager.
Mapping of block sites
Transcription reactions containing Tus were run as described above side by side with RNA sequencing ladders generated in reactions containing four NTPs and one ddNTP at 0.5 mM using the Y639F mutant RNAP which efficiently incorporates ddNMPs (19) .
RESULTS
Tus impedes progression of T7 and T3 RNAPs in a polar manner
DNA templates for evaluating the effects of Tus on T7 or T3 RNAP transcription complex progression were prepared by cloning a synthetic terB site between the oppositely oriented T7 and T3 promoters of pBS II to create pGS01 and pGS02. In pGS01 Tus binds in the functional (stronger block) orientation with respect to transcription from the T7 promoter and in the non-functional orientation with respect to transcription from the T3 promoter. In pGS02 the terB site is oppositely oriented. Transcription reactions were carried out with these templates using either T7 or T3 RNAP and varying molar ratios of Tus to template (Fig. 1) . In all cases the binding of Tus to the template results in a decrease in the amount of full-length transcript and in the concomitant appearance of a shorter transcript at the point where the transcription complex is blocked. The points at which transcript extension is blocked in the functional orientation (Fig. 1C) are close those reported previously for DNAPs and RNAPs (13, 20) . Inhibition of transcription complex progression when Tus is bound in the non-functional orientation has not been previously reported. We find that the major points at which transcription is impeded when Tus is bound in the non-functional orientation are 1-2 bp deeper into the terB site in comparison to when Tus is bound in the functional orientation. Multiple-round transcription reactions were utilized in this and all other assays because we could not identify conditions which would limit the phage RNAPs to single-round transcription without also interfering with Tus binding to DNA.
The block to transcription complex progression is seen to be polar, but the degree of polarity is different for T7 and T3 RNAP. With T7 RNAP, Tus concentrations in excess of 10 -6 M (at template concentrations of 10 -7 M) lead to almost complete inhibition of runoff transcription when Tus is bound in the functional orientation, but when bound in the non-functional orientation significant synthesis of runoff transcripts continues even at high Tus concentrations (Figs 1 and 2A) . While inhibition of T3 RNAP runoff synthesis by Tus is also polar, the degree of polarity is less than for T7 RNAP, primarily because of a lower degree of inhibition when Tus is bound in the functional orientation (Figs 1 and 2B) . We have carried out a large number of experiments with Tus:template ratios of 10:1 ([Tus] = 10 -6 M) which represent our 'standard' reaction conditions. Under such conditions runoff transcription by T3 RNAP is reduced by a factor of 21 ± 4 when Tus is bound in the functional orientation and by 8.1 ± 3 when bound in the non-functional orientation. For T7 RNAP the corresponding values are 52 ± 13 and 8.3 ± 2 (±1 SD for n = 10).
The results obtained in these experiments are surprising in one respect. Tus binds with extremely high specificity and affinity to the terB site and forms a complex with a half-life of 9 h (18). In the experiments shown in Figure 1 Tus is present at concentrations 10 5 -10 7 greater than the reported Tus:terB dissociation constant. A modest excess of Tus with respect to template should therefore nearly saturate the terB sites and form an effective block to transcription complex progression when bound in the functional orientation. However, this is not what is observed: when Tus is only~2-4-fold in excess of template the formation of runoff transcripts is only modestly inhibited, and much higher concentrations of Tus are required to generate almost complete blocks to complex progression. Reported binding constants for the Tus:terB interaction differ by 500-fold, depending on the buffer conditions used (18, 21) . Therefore, one possibility is that the Tus:terB interaction is especially weak in transcription buffer. To assess this we carried out nitrocellulose filter binding assays (Fig. 3) . The dissociation constant for the Tus:terB interaction in transcription buffer was found to be 1.1 × 10 -11 M, and for a DNA lacking a ter site it was ∼10 -7 M. Though the Tus:terB dissociation constant in transcription buffer is higher than in the potassium glutamate buffer used previously (18) , it is still~10 5 times smaller than the concentrations of Tus required to generate effective blocks to transcription complex progression (Fig. 1) . The requirement for such high Tus concentrations to nearly completely block transcription is therefore apparently inconsistent with the measured affinity of Tus for terB under these conditions. This stimulated us to carry out a fuller characterization of the Tus block to transcription complex progression.
Kinetic analyses of Tus action
The experiments shown in Figure 1 vary Tus concentration but examine only a single-time point in the transcription reaction. To better understand the consequences of impedance of transcription complex progression by Tus we analyzed reaction time courses at constant Tus concentrations (Fig. 4) . In these experiments transcripts are labeled at their 5'-ends with [γ-32 P]GTP so that the incorporation of radioactivity into a particular transcript is proportional to the molar amount of the transcript, irrespective of its size. The molar concentration of a specific transcript in the reaction at a given time point is then obtained by multiplying the concentration of GTP by the amount of radioactivity in that transcript (expressed as a percentage of the total radioactivity in a given gel lane). The rate of transcript synthesis per template molecule (the template is the stoichiometrically limiting reagent in these experiments) is then expressed as the concentration of transcript divided by the time and the template concentration.
Plotting the amounts of runoff and block site transcripts as a function of time (Fig. 5 ) reveals that, in the absence of Tus, the rates of transcript synthesis approximate a steady-state within 15-30 s of initiation of the reaction and remain fairly constant over the next~10 min after which rates begin to slow, probably due to either substrate depletion or product inhibition. With Tus bound in the non-functional orientation (T3 RNAP + pGS01; T7 RNAP + pGS02) or with Tus bound in the functional orientation with T3 RNAP the rates of synthesis of both block site and runoff transcripts also rapidly reach a steady-state, but with T7 RNAP and Tus bound in the functional orientation an initial burst of synthesis corresponding to production of approximately one block site transcript per template is followed by a slower rate of synthesis for the next~4 min and then by a faster steady rate over the remainder of the reaction.
The steady-state rates of runoff and block site transcript synthesis are presented in Table 1 , and allow us to draw a number of conclusions regarding the consequences of collision of the transcription complex with Tus. Since these are continuous initiation reactions it is possible that after the first transcription complex escapes the Tus block and displaces Tus, subsequent passages of transcription complexes would occur unimpeded by Tus. However, this is ruled out by the observation that lower steady-state rates of total runoff transcript synthesis are achieved in the presence of Tus than in its absence. If templates were being permanently cleared of the Tus block then, over time, all of the templates would be cleared of Tus and the rates of runoff transcript synthesis would increase until they reached levels similar to those seen in the absence of Tus. The observation of a lower steady-state rate of transcript production in the presence of Tus indicates that, when Tus is displaced by the passage of a transcription complex, Tus usually rebinds and re-establishes the block for encounters with subsequent transcription complexes. This conclusion is consistent with the reports of diffusion limited rates of DNA binding by Tus (18) which, at the concentrations used in these experiments, would result in rebinding of Tus to terB in~1-2 ms. This is much faster than the rates of productive initiation by the RNAPs (22) .
It is also clear from these data that the transcription complexes which collide with Tus and are blocked in progressing further do not remain associated with the template indefinitely since we observe the production of multiple block site transcripts per template molecule over the course of the reaction. Since the total rate (runoff + block site) of transcript production is always less when Tus is present than when it is absent, the rates of transcript production in the presence of Tus are not limited by the rate of productive initiation (addition of Tus does not affect transcription from a pBS vector lacking terB site; data not shown). Instead, the steady-state rate of runoff synthesis in the presence of Tus must be limited by the rate at which blocked transcription complexes escape the block, while the steady-state rate of block site transcript synthesis must be limited by the rate at which the blocked complexes dissociate from the template. These rates differ depending on the Figure 3 . Triangles, no Tus or terB oligonucleotide; squares, +Tus, +terB oligonucleotide; circles, +Tus. polymerase used and on whether Tus is in the functional or non-functional orientation. When the T3 RNAP complex encounters Tus in the functional orientation only~7% of the complexes progress further to synthesize full-length runoff transcript while the remaining 93% of the complexes dissociate at a rate corresponding to a blocked complex half-life of~25 s. Escape of the T3 RNAP complex from the blocked state to form a runoff transcript occurs only once every~10 min. The percentage of T7 RNAP complexes which progress beyond the block created by Tus bound in the functional orientation is similar to the figure for T3 RNAP complexes-91 versus 93%-but the blocked T7 RNAP complexes are more stable than the blocked T3 complexes and dissociate with a half-life of 9 min. Escape of the blocked T7 RNAP complexes to form runoff transcripts occurs only once every~100 min (i.e., approximately one runoff transcript per template is present at the 120 min time point). Thus, while the T7 and T3 enzymes differ in the extent to which collision with Tus in the functional orientation blocks further progression, they are even more distinct in terms of the relative stabilities of their blocked complexes. This is apparent in the much greater levels of block site transcripts generated in the T3 reaction. Unexpectedly, the greater stability of the blocked T7 complex is not associated with more efficient displacement of Tus, instead the opposite is observed.
When Tus is bound in the non-functional orientation ∼40 (T3) and 60% (T7) of the complexes terminate at the block sites, dissociating with half lives of~3 min and~45 s, respectively. Escape of the complexes from these blocks to form runoff transcripts occurs once every~3 min and every~2 min for T3 and T7 RNAP, respectively. The duration of these blocks-2-3 min in the non-functional orientation, 10-100 min in the functional orientation-is consistent with the polarity of Tus action and with previous reports that transcription complexes more readily displace Tus when the encounter is in the non-functional orientation. However, these data also show that even in the nonfunctional orientation Tus presents a detectable impedance to transcription complex progression. It also appears that the encounter with Tus destabilizes the transcription complex. T7 RNAP transcription complexes halted by NTP limitation have half-lives measured at 1-4 h (23), but the T7 RNAP complexes halted by collision with Tus dissociate more rapidly. Figure 4 also shows experiments in which, following preincubation of Tus and template, an oligonucleotide containing a terB site was added in excess of the amount of Tus simultaneous with the initiation of the transcription reaction. This oligonucleotide should bind free Tus as well as Tus that is displaced from the template by passage of a transcription complex, thus preventing the re-establishment of the Tus block to subsequent passage of transcription complexes. For all four situations (T7 or T3 RNAP with Tus in either the functional or non-functional orientation) the addition of the terB oligonucleotide to the reactions with Tus results in a large increase in the synthesis of runoff transcripts and a large decrease in the synthesis of the block site transcripts. However, the rate of runoff transcript synthesis in the presence of the terB oligonucleotide is still 2-3-fold less than when neither Tus nor the terB oligonucleotide is present. Comparison of reactions in which Tus only, terB only, both Tus and terB, or neither, are present reveals that the synthesis of runoff transcripts is similar in reactions with terB only or with both terB and Tus, but is 2-3-fold less than in reactions with neither terB nor Tus (Fig. 6 ). This indicates that the addition of the terB oligonucleotide results in nearly complete abrogation of the Tus block to transcription, and that the reduced runoff transcript synthesis in the presence of the terB oligonucleotide is largely due to inhibition of the polymerase by the added oligonucleotide (probably because the RNAP binds to an excess of one of the singlestranded DNAs used to prepare the terB oligonucleotide). Adding either single-strand alone to transcription reactions tested the possibility that the abrogation of the Tus block upon addition of the terB oligonucleotide was due to the presence of a small excess of one of the single-stranded DNAs used to prepare the oligonucleotide. These did not abrogate the Tus block (Fig. 6) . The effects of addition of a double-stranded oligonucleotide lacking a ter site to the reaction were not tested since the template already presents a~100-fold excess of nonter site double-stranded DNA. The abrogation of the block to transcription due to addition of the terB oligonucleotide might be expected to occur over a time course consistent with the time required for the first transcription complex to displace Tus as assessed from the rates of runoff transcript synthesis in the reactions with Tus and no terB oligonucleotide. Unexpectedly the addition of the oligonucleotide resulted in much more rapid abrogation of the transcription block (Figs 4 and 5) . The unexpected nature of this result is most clearly appreciated if we consider the results with T7 RNAP and Tus bound in the functional orientation. In this case we find that, in the absence of the added terB oligonucleotide, ∼100 min are required before we observe synthesis of approximately one runoff transcript per template, suggesting that displacement of Tus by the T7 RNAP complex requires, on average, almost 2 h. However, when we add the terB oligonucleotide we observe increased synthesis of runoff transcripts and reduced synthesis of block site transcripts at the very first (30 s) time point. By~4 min a steady-state rate of runoff transcription is attained in the Tus + terB oligonucleotide reaction which is~100-200-fold greater than is observed in the reaction with Tus alone, and there is a concomitant 3-fold decrease in the rate of synthesis of block site transcripts. The large increase in the rate of runoff transcript synthesis at early time points in the reaction with the terB oligonucleotide cannot be due to initial displacement of Tus from a small fraction of template molecules which then support synthesis of large amounts of runoff transcripts, since in that case the rates of runoff transcript synthesis would continue to increase throughout the reaction time course until all of the template molecules had been cleared of Tus, yet steady-state rates are attained bỹ 4 min. Displacement of Tus from only a fraction of the template molecules early in the reaction is also inconsistent with observation of a large decrease in block site transcript synthesis, since this could only occur if Tus had been displaced from most of the template molecules. These observations instead indicate that, in the presence of excess terB oligonucleotide, Tus, even when bound in the functional orientation, is rapidly displaced from the template by the T7 RNAP transcription complex and the block to complex progression is abrogated. Similar conclusions are implied for the T3 RNAP reaction with Tus bound in the functional orientation, where the block to transcript complex progression, and therefore the time required for Tus displacement, would appear to require several minutes, but where addition of terB oligo leads to large increases in runoff transcript synthesis and decreases in block site transcript production at the earliest reaction time points. For reactions in which Tus is bound in the non-functional orientation the apparent half-life of the block to complex progression (1-2 min) is also longer than the time required for abrogation of the block in the presence of the oligonucleotide (0.25-0.5 min), though in this case the differences are quantitatively smaller.
A dynamic mechanism for the Tus block to transcription complex progression
How are we to understand the observation that Tus can create blocks to transcription complex progression of average duration as great as 2 h while these blocks are abrogated in a few seconds or minutes if a sink for Tus is present in solution? One possibility is illustrated in Figure 7 . In the simplest model for the mechanism of a block to progression of a transcription complex we imagine that when the complex collides with a blocking protein it may be temporarily halted, but if the blocking protein dissociates from the DNA then the halted complex continues its progression (Fig. 7A) . The duration of the block is therefore a function of the rate of dissociation of Tus in the context of close apposition with the transcription complex. This model cannot account for our observations since it cannot explain why the presence of a sink for the blocking protein would cause it to dissociate more rapidly from the DNA. Alternatively, we may consider that the block to complex progression is dynamic: collision of the complex with the blocking protein actually leads to rapid displacement of the protein from the DNA but the protein then usually rebinds to the block site before the complex can progress beyond this point (Fig. 7B) . The duration of the block is therefore a function of both the dissociation and association rates of Tus. Such a mechanism could account for our observations since the presence of a sink for the displaced protein would prevent its rebinding to the block site.
T7 RNAP rapidly displaces Tus bound to terB in the functional orientation
The mechanism proposed in Figure 7B suggests that collision with a transcription complex can lead to a situation in which Tus is actually rapidly dissociating and rebinding to the terB (2) . The duration of the block is a function of the rate at which Tus dissociates from the template in the context of the encounter with the transcription complex (given as k d ' to distinguish it from k d , the dissociation rate in the absence of transcription). Following Tus dissociation the complex continues its progression along the template (3). Since k d ' is a unimolecular constant neither it nor the duration of the block will be affected by the concentration of free Tus, nor by the presence of a sink for free Tus in solution. (B) Alternatively, a transcription complex may be blocked by Tus bound to a ter site from which it dissociates at some rate k d ' (1). However, if the rate of Tus reassociation is greater than the rate at which the transcription complex moves forward (i.e. k a '[Tus] > k f ) then Tus reassociation will usually occur before the transcription complex can escape the block (2). The block is dynamic and is a function of the rate at which the complex moves forward following Tus dissociation (k f ), and the rates of Tus dissociation (k d ') and reassociation (k a '[Tus]). The duration of the block will therefore be sensitive to the concentration of free Tus and to the presence of a sink for free Tus.
site, even when a very prolonged block to complex progression is observed. To test this, we incubated excess pGS01 template with Tus in transcription buffer containing NTPs for 15 min, followed by addition of labeled terB oligonucleotide or labeled terB oligonucleotide and T7 RNAP (Fig. 8) . After a further 15 min incubation very little of the Tus had been released from the template (as assessed by formation of labeled terB:Tus complex) in the reaction without T7 RNAP (lane c), while in the reaction with T7 RNAP~60% had been displaced from the template and formed labeled terB:Tus complex (lane d; the 60% displacement is estimated by comparing the amounts of Tus:terB complex in lane b versus d). When reactions were carried out with added T7 RNAP but no NTPs, no displacement of Tus was observed, indicating that displacement required active transcription and not merely the presence of the polymerase (lane f). We also carried out reactions in which the incubation with T7 RNAP, NTPs, and the labeled terB oligonucleotide was carried out for only 1 min, following which reactions were placed on ice before being run on gels at 4°C. Even with this very brief incubation we observed significant displacement of Tus from the template and formation of labeled terB:Tus complex (lane g). Thus while the block to T7 RNAP complex progression on this template is on the order of 100 min under the experimental conditions used in Figure 4 , the transcription complex actually causes Tus to dissociate from the template at a much faster rate than this. The persistence of the block to complex progression is therefore likely to reflect repeated cycles of Tus dissociation and rebinding.
The effectiveness of the block to transcription is a function of Tus concentration rather than Tus:template ratio
A dynamic block to transcription complex progression could also account for the apparent inconsistency, mentioned previously, between the reported Tus:terB dissociation constant and the much higher Tus concentrations required to generate quantitatively effective blocks to transcription. If the block to transcription is described by a situation in which the close apposition of the transcription complex to the DNA-bound Tus molecule causes it to rapidly dissociate but then Tus usually rebinds before the transcription complex can move beyond this site, then it is easy to understand why very high Tus concentrations might be required to create an effective block to transcription since the interval between dissociation and rebinding will decrease linearly with increases in Tus concentration. Lower concentrations of Tus may be sufficient to nearly saturate the terB sites on the template in the absence of transcription but will increase the interval between Tus dissociation and rebinding during the encounter with a transcription complex. When this interval is long enough the transcription complex will usually be able to move beyond the block site before Tus can rebind.
To test this we assessed the effectiveness of Tus bound in the functional orientation at blocking transcription by T7 RNAP at 10-fold lower template concentrations than used previously. If the effectiveness of Tus at blocking transcription is a function of Tus concentration, as predicted by the dynamic model, then higher Tus:template ratios should be required at lower template concentrations to form blocks of similar effectiveness. This should not be true if the effectiveness of the block is simply a function of the Tus:template ratio. As shown in Figure 9A , higher Tus:template ratios are indeed required to create blocks to transcription equal in effectiveness to those obtained at higher template concentrations. For example, at 10 -7 M template, Tus:template ratios of 6-12 almost completely block runoff transcript synthesis by T7 RNAP on pGS01 (Fig. 1A) . At a template concentration of 10 -8 M, Tus:template ratios of 6-12 are relatively ineffective at blocking transcription, and Tus:template ratios of 50-100 are needed to quantitatively block transcription (Fig. 9A ).
Higher concentrations of Tus are required to generate effective blocks to transcription than to saturate the terB site in a binding reaction
A trivial explanation for the requirement for high Tus:template ratios to achieve quantitative blocks to transcription in these experiments is that the terB sites on the template are not saturated at low Tus:template ratios because we have misestimated the active Tus concentration, or because Tus binds poorly in transcription buffer (though this is ruled out by the data shown in Fig. 3 ), or for some other reason. To assess this, binding reactions were carried out in transcription buffer with labeled terB oligonucleotide and with Tus from the same stock solution used in the transcription reactions. The concentrations of labeled terB oligonucleotide and unlabeled pBS were identical to the template concentration in the transcription reaction and the same Tus:terB ratios were screened. Under these conditions concentrations of Tus in modest excess of labeled terB oligonucleotide resulted in near saturation (>90% bound at Tus:template = 1.6:1) of the terB oligonucleotide with Tus, consistent with its reported high affinity (18) . Thus the lower concentrations of Tus used are adequate to nearly saturate the terB sites on the template but are ineffective at blocking transcription. Band-shift assays carried out with labeled terB oligonucleotide and Tus. Lane A, terB oligonucleotide alone; the position of the free doublestranded terB oligo and the position of a small amount of excess single strand (ssDNA) are indicated. Lane B, Tus+terB oligo incubated in transcription buffer; the position of the Tus:terB complex is indicated. Lane C, Tus preincubated with 1.5-fold excess pGS01 template in transcription buffer for 15 min, followed by addition of labeled terB oligo and an additional 15 min incubation. Lane D, as in C except that T7 RNAP was added along with the terB oligo following preincubation of Tus and template. Lane E, labeled terB oligo incubated with T7 RNAP alone in transcription buffer lacking NTPs. The position of T7 RNAP complexes formed with the ssDNA are indicated; at longer time points in reactions with NTPs these complexes run more rapidly and diffusely, probably because the newly synthesized single-stranded RNA also binds to the polymerase (22) . Lane F, as in C except that NTPs were omitted from the reaction and the incubation with Tus and T7 RNAP was done for only 1 min. Lane G, as in F except that NTPs were present in the reaction. Template, Tus, terB and T7 RNAP concentrations, respectively, were: 0.1, 0.08, 0.12, 1 µM (lanes a-d); 0, 0, 0.12, 0.25 µM (lane e); 0.1, 0.08, 0.6, 1 µM (lanes f and g).
Increased transcription complex stability does not increase Tus displacement
Another unexpected result obtained in this study was that increased transcription complex stability was not clearly associated with increased destabilization of Tus. Thus the T3 RNAP complex dissociated more rapidly than the T7 RNAP complex in a collision with Tus bound in the functional orientation, but T3 RNAP was more effective at displacing Tus and progressing past the block site (Fig. 4) . Since this result involves a comparison of two different enzymes at block sites occurring in different sequence contexts, it is impossible to determine what the role of transcription complex stability in the effectiveness of Tus displacement might be apart from sequence and enzyme-specific effects. To evaluate the role of complex stability more directly, we used a form of T7 RNAP which had been proteolytically cleaved between amino acids 172 and 173 but in which the N-and C-terminal fragments of the enzyme remained tightly associated (17, 24) . The resultant 'nicked' enzyme displays activity similar to wild-type but forms a less stable transcription complex. Based on the X-ray structure (25) of the enzyme the location of the proteolytic cleavage is near the 'upstream' end of the enzyme and not near the surface expected to contact Tus. Reactions run with the nicked T7 RNAP revealed increased synthesis of the block site transcript, consistent with the expectation that the nicked transcription complex would dissociate more rapidly (Fig. 9C) . However, the nicked enzyme was not less effective at displacing Tus as assessed by comparing the reductions in runoff transcript synthesis. In fact, the nicked enzyme may be more effective at displacing Tus than the intact enzyme, as assessed by higher rates of runoff transcription at Tus:template ratios of 25-100.
DISCUSSION
Our analysis of the effects of Tus on T7 and T3 RNAP transcription complex progression allows a more complete description of the consequences of these molecular collisions than has previously been possible. In agreement with previous studies, we find that the Tus block to transcription complex progression is more effective when Tus is bound in the functional orientation. However, even when the transcription complex encounters Tus bound in the non-functional orientation the progress of the complex is impeded, as is demonstrated by the reduced synthesis of runoff transcripts and the appearance of block site transcripts under such conditions. The difference between the effectiveness of the block in the functional versus non-functional orientation is therefore quantitative, not qualitative: in the non-functional orientation and under the conditions used for the experiment shown in Figure 4 the duration of the block to progression of the T7 or T3 transcription complex averages~1 or 2 min, respectively, while in the functional orientation the block lasts~100 times or~5 times as long (for T7 and T3 complexes, respectively). The greater degree of polarity of the block with T7 RNAP compared to T3 RNAP is largely due to the functionally oriented block more effective with the former enzyme than with the latter. We do not know why these two homologous enzymes should differ in this respect, but this suggests that questions of whether the block created by Tus for a particular helicase or polymerase is 'specific' or 'non-specific' may not be settled by an assessment of the degree of polarity of these blocks (13) . There is no reason to describe the Tus block to T7 RNAP as more or less specific than the block to T3 RNAP, but is markedly more polar, at least in the sequence contexts examined here.
During the encounter with Tus bound in the functional orientation the T3 RNAP complex dissociates more rapidly than the T7 complex, but both complexes seem similarly unstable when the encounter occurs with Tus bound in the non-functional orientation ( Table 1 ). The conclusion that the T7 or T3 RNAP complexes dissociate at significant rates during the encounter with Tus agrees with the characterization of the phage polymerase complexes as unstable relative to the transcription complexes of the multisubunit RNAPs. For example, a recent study which showed that RNAP II, E.coli RNAP and SP6 RNAP were all slowed by a particular DNA sequence, revealed that the former two enzymes merely paused at this sequence and then continued elongation, while the SP6 complex dissociated during the pause (26) . Analogously, E.coli RNAP complexes halted by NTP limitation have been shown to be indefinitely stable (27) , while halted T7 RNAP complexes have long but finite lifetimes in the range of tens of minutes (23) . The latter lifetimes are, however, considerably longer than the apparent lifetimes of the T7 complexes halted by an encounter with Tus ( Table 1 ), implying that this encounter destabilizes the transcription complex.
Our most unexpected conclusion is that the Tus block to transcription complex progression is dynamic: the encounter of the transcription complex with Tus is not described by a mechanism in which the complex either collides with Tus, displaces it and continues on, or else collides and is stopped (Fig. 7A) . Instead, the collision of the complex with Tus destabilizes the Tus:terB interaction and leads to rapid Tus dissociation. Nevertheless the block to transcription complex progression persists because Tus rebinds before the transcription complex can move away from the block site. Three lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, the concentrations of Tus necessary for quantitatively effective blocks to the transcription complexes are much greater than the reported Tus:ter B dissociation constant (18) , the dissociation constant we measure in transcription buffer (Fig. 3) , or the concentrations needed to nearly saturate the terB sites in a band shift experiment carried out in transcription buffer with terB, DNA and Tus concentrations identical to those used in parallel transcription reactions (Fig. 9 ). This can be explained if the net occupancy of the terB site by Tus in the context of the encounter with the transcription complex is actually characterized by a much greater effective dissociation constant due to the destabilization of the Tus:terB interaction. Second, addition of a sink (a DNA carrying a terB site) for Tus results in abrogation of the block to transcription in a time period much shorter (as assessed by the time required to achieve a greatly increased steady-state rate of runoff transcription and decreased rate of synthesis of block site transcripts) than either the Tus:terB complex half-life or the apparent duration of the block in the absence of the sink (Figs 4  and 5 ). This can be understood if during a persistent block Tus is actually dissociating and rebinding rapidly so that it can be captured by the sink. Finally, it can be shown directly that transcription by T7 RNAP results in rapid displacement of Tus bound in the functional orientation (Fig. 8) , even though the block to T7 RNAP transcription with Tus in this orientation is of the order of 100 min at a Tus concentration of 3 × 10 -6 M.
A dynamic block to transcription complex progression characterized by rapid Tus dissociation and rebinding might be unexpected for two reasons. First, it might be assumed that the rate at which the transcription complex moves beyond the terB site is much faster than the rate at which Tus rebinds. Given a reported Tus:terB association rate of 1.4 × 10 8 M -1 s -1 at 25°C (18) we may estimate that the half-life of an unoccupied terB site will be~1-2 ms at 37°C and 3 × 10 -6 M Tus, if the rebinding of Tus is not impeded. The rate of RNA extension by T7 RNAP at 37°C is~230 bases per second, or~4 ms for each base addition (28) . These values would suggest that a block to transcription complex progression characterized by rapid Tus dissociation and rebinding would be inefficient, since at a Tus concentration of 3 × 10 -6 M~20-40% of the transcription complexes would move at least 1 bp along the DNA before Tus could rebind. However, this assumes that the rate of RNA extension by the transcription complex following collision and displacement of Tus is similar to that of a freely moving transcription complex engaged in active RNA elongation. This may be unlikely. Recent studies of halted E.coli RNAP complexes have shown that these complexes can slide backwards on the DNA and collapse into configurations from which subsequent extension of the RNA is slowed or blocked because the 3' end of the RNA can become displaced from the active site as the halted transcription complex slides around on the DNA and is jostled by random thermal fluctuations (29) (30) (31) . Studies of T7 RNAP imply that it also engages in such sliding movements (32) (33) (34) . Such analyses indicate that the nucleic acids within the transcription complex are sufficiently mobile that the catalytically competent configuration of the nucleic acids can be rather easily disrupted. It would therefore appear likely that the collision with Tus can disturb the configuration of the template and/or RNA within the complex. Indeed, the observation that the 3' end of the RNA penetrates three to five bases into the terB site in a blocked complex (Fig. 1) , even though the upstream boundary of an MPE-Fe 2+ footprint of a T7 RNAP transcription complex leads the 3' end of the RNA by four to five bases (35) , implies that the transcription complex sustains significant disruption in its leading edge as it approaches the bound Tus molecule. If the structure of the transcription complex is disturbed during its encounter with Tus, then the rate at which it recovers the configuration that allows it to extend the RNA at maximal speeds may be sufficiently slow so as to provide sufficient time for rebinding of Tus.
It might also be expected that if the transcription complex remains near the terB site it might hinder Tus rebinding. However, it is not necessarily the case that occlusion of part of the terB site by a transcription complex must affect the reassociation rate of Tus with that site. The latter may continue to be diffusion limited and the destabilization of the Tus:terB interaction in the context of close apposition with a transcription complex may manifest itself largely in the dissociation rate. Alternatively, it may be that rebinding of Tus occurs when the transcription complex slides back on the DNA and completely exposes the terB site.
While our conclusion that the Tus block to transcription complex progression is dynamic is novel, previous observations appear consistent with this conclusion. Mohanty et al. (13) , for example, observed that, even under conditions where Tus concentrations were~10 5 greater than the reported Tus:terB dissociation constant, increasing Tus:template ratios from 2 to 8 led to increased inhibition of runoff transcription by T7 RNAP on templates carrying a ter site in the functional orientation, though even at the higher Tus:template ratios significant runoff transcription was observed. Such observations elicit the question: if Tus is in stoichiometric excess of template and in vast excess of its dissociation constant, then the ter sites on the template should be nearly saturated even at a 2:1 Tus:template ratio, but if so then why does an increase in the Tus concentration increase the effectiveness of the block and why is there a large amount of transcription past the ter site even at 8:1 Tus to template? As detailed above, this can be understood in terms of a dynamic block to transcription complex progression. Studies of the effects of Tus on DNA replication may also be consistent with a dynamic block to replication complex progression since there have been a number of reports of blocks to replication or helicase movement of progressively increased effectiveness as Tus concentrations were increased over ranges that were in large excess of both template and the Tus:ter dissociation constant (7, 8) . These observations may be contrasted with those made with E.coli RNAP and templates carrying binding sites for a tight binding but catalytically incompetent EcoRI enzyme (Gln111). In the latter case, the concentration of Gln111 required to nearly saturate the EcoRI site on the template in a binding assay is essentially equal to the concentration required for a virtually complete block to progression of the transcription complex (36) . Such observations are consistent with a persistent, but static, block to transcription complex progression since the formation of the persistent block depends simply on whether the template is occupied by the blocking protein when transcription is initiated. In contrast, the requirement for much higher Tus concentrations to generate persistent blocks than to simply saturate the terB site on the template (Fig. 9) , indicates that the effective dissociation constant of Tus in the context of an encounter with a transcription complex is much greater than in the absence of transcription, but that the block may persist if rebinding is fast enough.
There are differences between our observations and previous characterization of the effects of Tus blocks on transcription. For example, previous studies did not detect any impedance to T7 RNAP transcription by Tus bound in the non-functional orientation (13) . These may reflect the effects of the sequence context of the ter sites, the length of the RNA in the blocked transcription complex, and differences in NTP concentrations. In our assays the concentration of all four NTPs are above the apparent K m of the transcription complex, while in the referred to studies the concentration of GTP was low (12 µM). Since NTP binding drives T7 RNAP translocation (33, 34) , variations in NTP concentration may markedly affect translocation against a blocking protein. Indeed, we have found that decreasing NTP concentrations can affect the efficiency of the Tus block to T7 RNAP transcription (not shown) as has also been reported for T7 RNAP blocked by catalytically incompetent EcoRI mutants bound to DNA (37) .
Our observations may have implications for regulatory mechanisms in which a DNA bound protein blocks progression of a transcription or replication complex. The efficiency of such a mechanism may require that the block persist for a long time. On the other hand, this requirement may conflict with the need to rapidly eliminate the block in response to some cellular signal or at a particular point in the cell cycle. However, if the encounter with a replication or transcription complex leads to a persistent block in which the blocking protein is actually rapidly dissociating and rebinding to DNA, then a decrease in the concentration or affinity of free blocking protein can rapidly clear the block. Dynamic blocks may provide a mechanism that can create long-lived, persistent barriers to transcription or replication complex progression that can nevertheless be rapidly abrogated in response to decreases in the concentration or affinity of free blocking protein.
